
The Field Numbers of players will be determined based on sign up. Top 4 golfers will be assigned and rest of players will be in drawing

Entry Fee $10.00 per golfer

Tournament Organizer Tory Watson/Doren Granberry 

Text 480 309-4033 TW or 530 440-9985 DG

Email Tkwatson99@gmail.com or doren.granberry@gmail.com 

The Field Numbers of players will be determined

Format All rounds will be played under the match play format

Course All rounds will be played at the preferred course agreed by both competitors

Brackets were determined by drawing names then reach to the final 

Handicap Handicaps will be given by Tournament Director/Assistant and will be locked in entire rounds - Match Play only. 

Pairings Initial pairings will be random within each bracket and completed by the boards.

Tees All matches will be played from the optional tees agreed by both competitors

Arranging Matches
Both players will be responsible for arranging a mutually agreed upon day and time to play the match.  Matches can be 

played any time or day during the playing window. Courses will need to approve by Tournament Director and President

Rounds will be played within  one month period.  The finals will be determine by competitors 

Handicap Differential Stokes

A.High Handicapper will receive the differential  strokes over Low Handicapper.  For example; John Doe's HC is 14, Jane 

Doe's HC is 26.  Calculation : 26-14 = 12 which means Jane will have 12 differential strokes than John. 

B. Jane will have differential strokes on starting Holes AKA HC 1 - 12. Not John.  {On Hole 1 - Jane have 1 extra stroke 

meaning Jane made 6 and John made 6. Jane will subtract 1 from 6 = 5 AKA Jane win the hole. 

Player withdraw
If a player withdraws prior to or during a match, the match will be deemed completed and his/her opponent will be 

considered the winner of the match. 

Contact Information

Everyone that enters the Match Play tournament agrees to have contact information exchanged between all participants.  

Contact information can not be used for solicitation purposes.  Anyone using the contact information for any purpose 

other than this match play tournament will be subject to disciplinary action, include expulsion from the club.

Total $$ will be determine based on how many golfers participated. 

Final Match  will earn the prizes for 2 finalists only

Match Results
Both players will be responsible for submitting match results to the Tournament Director. Please send e-mail to 

tkwatson99@gmail.com and salphilm@gmail.com upon the completion.

USGA Rules Rules will determine by AZDGA Boards.  

Additional Rules

The boards has the right to add or alter rules if it is determined the changes will benefit the overall tournament.                                                                                                                               

1. Sand Trap- Player allow to move the ball on back edge from bunker- One stroke penalty                                          

2. We will set up standard for AZDGA Match-Play on slope- max 125                                                                                 

3. Concede score will allow if 3 strokes lead on current hole                                                                                                

4. Maximun number of strokes allowed on Par 3- only 1 stroke                                           

Ties Procedure Tiebreak will be determine to win on sequence of Handicap Holes. Starting with HC hole!

Posting Scores

Match Play Tournament the following counts posting policy will be observed.

1. All Scores will be posted and notify tournament director.

2. Scorecards must be placed in the box next to the posting computer.  

3. Scores will not be consider. Only counts based on win the holes - 1up, 2up, 1 down.  

4. Scorecards must sign by both competitors. 

5. Scorecards MUST send thru email or present to tournament director.

6. Outing Day , Both scorecards will be post seperately.  One for match play and one for regular tourney.

Prizes

Arizona Deaf Golfers 

Match Play Rule

RULES

Brackets

Playing Window and Round 

Deadlines

Failure to complete a match
If the match has not been completed by the round deadline, both players forfeit and will be eliminated from the 

tournament.  This can be appealed to the boards.  


